
CHARLY  STAGG 
2401 Newark Circle, 

College Station, TX 77845 
(979) 587-3700 

EDUCATION	

CERTIFICATIONS	

REFERENCES	

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
2002-2006 

Bachelor of Science, 
Teacher Certification Program 

GENERALIST 
(EC-4) 

CORE SUBJECTS 
(EC-6) 

ESL SUPPLEMENTAL 
(EC-6) 

ANNETTE RORABACK 
Principal,  
Pebble Creek Elementary 

(979) 764-5575 

JENNIE BENNETT 
Lead Teacher,  
Pebble Creek Elementary 

(512) 740-8148 
ALISON STONE 
Reading Specialist, 
Creek View Elementary 

(979) 218-2248 

TEACHING	EXPERIENCE	
Creek View Elementary,  
2015-Present    3rd grade ELA 

²  Taught 3rd grade ELA with 21 students per class 
²  Created and implemented innovative and engaging lesson 

plans and activities, both independently and with a team, 
increasing student learning motivation and effectiveness 

²  Used the workshop model in reading and writing with a 
strong emphasis on phonics and grammar 

²  Implemented the "Class Family" mentality establishing a 
strong teamwork environment that reduced behavioral 
issues 

²  Explored use of technology within classroom and during 
field trips, allowing students to become better self-learners 

²  Communicated well with parents, other teachers, and 
administration 

Pebble Creek Elementary,  
2007-2015     1st/2nd grade 

²  Taught 2nd grade ELA with 21 students per class for 
one year 

²  Taught 1st grade with an average of 22 students per 
class for seven years 

²  Served as Campus Technology Facilitator for the 
campus and was responsible for supporting all staff 
members with technology 

²  Frequently provided staff development on technology, 
gifted population, and using workshop in the classroom 

²  Served as Mentor Teacher for three years 
²  Served as the GT cluster teacher for seven years 
²  Created and implemented innovative and engaging 

lesson plans and activities, both independently and 
with a team, increasing student learning motivation 
and effectiveness 

²  Used the workshop model in reading and writing with a 
strong emphasis on phonics and grammar 

²  Implemented the "Class Family" mentality establishing 
a strong teamwork environment that reduced 
behavioral issues 

²  Explored use of technology within classroom and during 
field trips, allowing students to become better self-
learners 

²  Communicated well with parents, other teachers, and 
administration 

 

SKILLS	
² PC	Opera)ng	Systems	
² Apple/	Mac	Opera)ng	

Systems	
² SMART	Technology	
² Device	Management	
² Technology	Staff	Training	
² Google	Mail,	Drive,	Docs,	

Slides	
² MicrosoA	Office	

² E*School	
² Eduphoria	
² TAC	
² Photoshop	
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